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FIGHTER SNEERS - THEIR REASON AND THEIR RESULT

In a recent period of one month, British aircraft made over 7,700 flights

during their daylight "sweeps" over occupied Prance. As the vast majority of

these were fighters this means that, on an average, 250 of our fighter aircraft

were engaged in this air offensive each day.

In the first five months of this year the equivalent of 15 complete enemy

fighter squadrons have been destroyed in daylight "sweeps" carried out by

Fighter Command over enemy-occupied territory. This figure excludes those other

enemy aircraft which Fighter Command has destroyed by night and in the protection

of coastal shipping.

Each of these enemy fighters lost on the western front means calling upon

the German aircraft factories for a replacement which would otherwise have been

available for use against Russia or our forces in the Riddle East, And each

German fighter sent to the western front means one less for Russia and the Middle

East,

Thus the daily sweeps of Fighter Command, with their steady toll of the

enemy’s aircraft, mark the beginning of a second front in the west where nearly

50 per cent of the total German fighter force has had to be retained to meet the

joint offensive of Fighter, Bomber and Coastal Commands.

Fighter Command’s offensive is not being waged without loss to itself, though
those losses bear no comparison to the enormous casualties which the Luftwaffe

suffered over this side of the Channel in the Battle of Britain. Fighter Command

on the offensive continues to shoot down more enemy fighters than it loses itself -

no mean achievement for a force that is fighting on the enemy’s side of the Channel

and penetrating into occupied territory where ’one bullet in the engine may mean

that the Trilot has to bale out" and his aircraft is lost*

It may be suggested that the aircraft engaged on fighter "sweeps" might be

more usefully employed in other more distant theatres of war; even that their

presence there might have prevented some unpleasant reverses. In fact, if

fighter "sweeps" were to be altogether abandoned,, or had boon abandoned months

ago, it would not help to add one single fighter squadron to any of our overseas

fighter forces. The "bottle-neck" to the reinforcement of fighter strength on

distant fronts does not lie in any shortage of aircraft or pilots. It is entirely

a matter of transport.

As it is, there are no more fighters in this country than arc necessary
for

two purposes - the defence of this country against air attack and against the pos-

sibility of invasion. To employ this force offensively, in damaging and hurting

the enemy, as Fighter Command is at present doing, i.s obviously preferable to keep-

ing that same force sitting on its aerodromes waiting for the enemy to come and

attack us from the air or invade us. It is also moire in accord with the offensive

spirit of the British people, and certainly of the sypirit which animates the

fighter pilots whose morale has never been higher tinman it is to-day when the

initiative is theirs.



The army, too, is imbued with - this offensive spirit and if and when the time

comes for it to invade the Continent it will rightly expect the most complete

fighter "umbrella" against enemy air attack that Fighter Command can give it*

Fighter "sweeps" are valuable rehearsals for such a future phase of the war, and

domination of the air on the other side of the Channel by our fighters will bo an

essential preliminary to any invasion project.

Thus- the daily "sweeps" of Fighter Command react Upon the enemy's effort

in every other theatre of war and at the same tine open up a second front 'in the

air against an enemy already forced on to the defensive.
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